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By Lawrence Coates

Miami University Press, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Fiction. California Interest. In the California heartland in 1932, at a migrant labor camp whose very
name means forgotten, a child s sudden illness leads to tensions between workers wishing to break
camp and the land barons enforcing their contracts. Into this dispute Esteban Alas contrabandista
and self- styled businessman is reluctantly drawn as a mediator, until an act of violence forces him
into a more tragic role. CAMP OLVIDO is everything a novella should be intense as it is resonant,
propulsive as it is deep but, even more than a shining example of the form, it is simply a great story.
I haven t read anything as powerful about pickers and California since I read John Steinbeck.
Lawrence Coates writes with every bit as much tenderness and compassion, but this moving novella
full of characters I won t forget and images I can t is cut with a clear-eyed, brutal honesty that gives
it a hard-won wisdom and beauty all its own. Josh Weil [A] stunning exploration of one man s bold
actions and their consequences. Gorgeously written, the novella shows the dark side of California...
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The ebook is fantastic and great. I really could comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. You can expect to like the way the blogger
write this publication.
-- Pr ecious Fa r r ell-- Pr ecious Fa r r ell

This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD
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